TrueTouch® Hydrating Cream to Powder

*Look velvety smooth*

Description

You need the lasting moisture of a liquid foundation, but you like the fresh look of powder. Neways’ TrueTouch® Hydrating Cream to Powder gives you the best of both worlds.

TrueTouch Hydrating Cream to Powder is a safe, effective creamy pressed foundation that applies as a liquid and dries to a flawless powder finish. Formulated with Soft Blend Technology™, this foundation gives you a velvety-smooth application, lasting moisture, and a beautiful translucent medium-coverage finish.

So go for the smooth, dewy look you want, and rest easy knowing you’re getting moisturizers and protection for your skin as well. With seven beautiful shades to choose from, it’s easy find the Hydrating Cream to Powder that matches your natural skin tone.

Benefits

• Leaves the complexion looking dewy-fresh
• Provides a smooth, medium-coverage finish
• Leaves skin looking flawless and young

Recommended Use

Using sponge applicator, apply to face in light brushing motion until the desired coverage is achieved. Reapply as needed.
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Key Ingredients

- **C18-21 Alkane**—A solvent used in color cosmetics.
- **Dimethicone**—Aids in preventing excess foam from forming in the product; helps keep skin moist; helps create a protective barrier for the skin.¹
- **Iron oxides**—Inorganic compound used for color pigmentation.
- **Isocetyl Alcohol**—Helps condition the skin.
- **Isononyl isononanoate**—An ester that conditions the skin.
- **Methicone**—A polysiloxane that helps the skin stay hydrated.
- **Tocopheryl acetate**—A form of vitamin E with antioxidant properties. Helps hydrate² the skin.
- **Polyethylene**—This synthetic polymer helps remove excess dead skin cells and enhance the product’s pigments and overall feel.
- **Polyglyceryl-6 polyricinoleate**—A surfactant that helps condition the skin.
- **Retinyl palmitate**—A form of vitamin A with antioxidant properties. Conditions the skin, helping the skin look and feel better.
- **Titanium Dioxide**—A color additive that supports the skin against the environment.
- **Methyl methacrylate crosspolymer**—A synthetic polymer that helps support wonderful-feeling skin, useful in color cosmetics.
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